Highlights of the 3rd Meeting of TAMC of A-TUFS held on March 30, 2016 in the O/o Textile Commissioner, Mumbai

1) All eligible machinery list and manufacturers finalised for ATUFS.

2) Any input should be given before today evening.

3) Any addition/deletion would be considered only in the next TAMC meeting (likely to held on 01.04.2017).

4) Addition of manufacturers will be considered from time to time provided their machines meet the technical specifications mentioned in the eligible list.

5) Energy conservation equipment attached machines such as PLC based servo motor, solar power supply, heat recovery, water frugal technology (material to liquor ratio=1:1) finalised for weaving and processing segments. If a project cost consists more than 50% of such energy conservation equipment is attached, they would be given priority while processing the applications which are in queue.

6) Applications uploaded under RRTUF upto 12.01.16 will be processed from 4th April and UIDs will be allotted on a first cum first served basis. The iTUF soft ware has been upgraded and integrated with the new iTUF software.

7) AiTUF soft ware will be uploaded on 4th April; parallel run or trial run period is 15 days; it will be formally launched by Hon'ble Textile Minister on 21st April during the TECHNOTEX-2016 Technical Textiles exhibition inaugural function at Mumbai.

8) TUF subsidies will be released soon as the fund is received from MoF.

9) At the Secretaries meeting held at PMO on 30.03.16, the request of Textile Secretary for allocation of additional funds for TUFS apart from Rs.1,480 crs already allotted has been approved. Hence, all the backlog might be cleared in the coming months.

10) Regarding the partial claim pending / left cases, decision will be taken based on the NABARD study on MTUF, RTUF and RRTUF left out cases reconciliation. The study might take around three months.

The minutes of the third meeting of TAMC will be circulated on its receipt.